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The Patron Saint of Big Data 





Before 



After 



The 3 Vs 

• Volume 

• Velocity 

• Variety 



“[We’re in] a new regime: one 
where large amounts of relevant 

digital information exist on virtually 
any topic of interest to a business.” 

- McAfee and Brynjolfsson,  
Harvard Business Review 

October 2012 



How can Hardware and 
Software Keep up? 



Moore’s Law 
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Moore’s Law 
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Moore’s Law 
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Second Half of the Chessboard 

1958 + 32 * 1.5 = 2006 

 We enter second half of the 
technology chessboard? 

US BEA starts tracking IT 

1958

Moore’s Law doubling 
period (years) 

+ 32 * 1.5 

Moore’s Law doubling 



Case Studies from Mainline Industry 



“The future’s already here; it’s 
just not evenly distributed” 

- William Gibson 



Sears Holdings 



PASSUR Aerospace 



PASSUR Aerospace 



Aetna 



Case Studies from the Cutting Edge 



“The World is One Big Data 
Problem” 

- Gil E., Factual 



Kaggle 
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Question and Answer 



Question and Answer 



The Digital Frontier 

Source: “Building Watson: It’s not so elementary, my dear” – W. Shih. HBS case #9-612-017 



Question and Answer 



Autonomous Driving 



“We don’t have better algorithms 
than you; we just have more data.” 

- Peter Norvig, Google 



Implications of Big Data 



Performance Gaps Grow 



HiPPOs Become Endangered 



Domain Experts Shift 



Domain Experts Shift 

 “First we guess it. Don’t laugh, that’s really true. 

 Then we compute the consequences of the guess to see what –  if this law 
that we guessed is right, we see what it would imply. And then we 
compare those computation results to nature. Or we say, compare to 
experiment or experience [by which he means 'observation,' not personal 
experience]. Compare it directly with observation to see if it works. If it 
disagrees with experiment, it’s wrong. 

 In that simple statement is the key to science. It doesn’t make a difference 
how beautiful your guess is, it doesn’t make a difference how smart you 
are if you made the guess, or what his name is…  If it disagrees with 
experiment, it’s wrong. That’s all there is to it.” – Richard Feynman 
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“Judge a man by his questions, 
not his answers” 

- Attributed to Voltaire 
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